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This thesis provides an introduction of machine learning (ML), shows the implication that 
ML has on the insurance sector and takes a special consideration to the H2O ensemble 
modelling approach for the insurance claim fraud detection binary classification. The aim 
of this thesis is to study the H2O Automatic ML potential and compare the results 
generated with traditional algorithms such as lineal perceptron, Logistic Regression, 
multilayer perceptron, support vector machine and decision tree. Using H2O web 
interface or R programming, not only the most efficient ML algorithms are obtained with 
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In insurance, data scientist and actuaries, the former developing models to process data 
and the latter working with existent models to quantify risks, know how to make good 
use of data. Conventional curve-fitting models work as a reference approach for risk 
analysis and prediction. Although the assumptions in which these models rely on may 
find relationships between variables, these only provide divided and limited targeting 
productive capacity. 
 
Nowadays, enhancements in computer processing power, evolution of hosted service 
providers over the Internet and large amount of data available and stored by firms have 
caused the development of new techniques based on ML. 
 
Insurers using ML are already obtaining beneficial results such as quicker claim 
settlement, more targeted sales and fraud detection, among other advantages. However, 
it is still too soon to widely apply ML in many procedures due to data availability and its 
poor quality. But most importantly, the performance of ML models is sensitive to an 
excess of design and expert judgment configuration, being a significant barrier for 
inexperienced users. Automatic ML (AutoML) has the objective of making these 
decisions automatically and choosing the best ML method based on the data used. 
 
1.2. Objectives 
Several tech companies do currently offer expensive AutoML services. The H2O open-
source platform is used in this master thesis. The H2O platform allows building ML 
models without any technical cost through AutoML methods, with R programming or 
with its own web platform, that require very few parameters to make it work. 
 
This paper intends to clarify if AutoML functionality is applicable to motivated but 
inexperienced users, also considering if its outcome is more promising than conventional 
methods in order to become an accessible solution for the insurance sector. 
 
1.3. Structure 
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 covers the current insurance industry 
situation with respect to data needed to asses risks, section 3 briefly introduces the 
conventional ML world and section 4 explains the AutoML capabilities with the 
particularity of H2O AutoML. To finalise, section 5 details the binary classification 
practical case on fraud detection with car insurance claim data, section 6 shows the results 




2. The insurance industry 
2.1. Data and Risk 
Even in the most remote cases, insurers have needed, need and will need data to be able 
to predict future claims in exchange for setting an appropriate price to cover that risk. 
Technology evolves and the insurance sector with it. An example of this fact comes from 
Beam (Globe Newswire, 2021), a North American dental insurer that generates concern 
in some of its customers by deciding to send them, as part of a package of benefits 
included in their policy, a connected electric toothbrush. Clients must use the device in 
combination with an app installed on their smartphones which transmits the data of their 
oral hygiene habits to the company. Beam company informs that data collected are not 
shared but the public opinion might believe that the tooth brushing style is too private 
even to be shared with the insurer. Well, in insurance, as long as that helps to adjust the 
price down, time will end up saying if the market accepts such data transferring. 
 
People here in Europe may keep calm with respect to user data protection as the European 
Commission is already looking into the Artificial intelligence (AI) legal framework to 
address fundamental rights and safety (European Commission, 2021). But, what about 
black boxes and sensors in vehicles collecting GPS positions and places visited? 
According to Research and Markets (2021), the insurance telematic market is already 
implemented in Asia-Pacific countries, such as Japan and China, Europe, the United 
Kingdom, North America and many other regions in the world. Consequently, tracking 
driving habits prevents false insurance claims and drives growth in the insurance sector. 
 
The insurance industry seems to push customers towards a more connected world with 
the unique purpose of obtaining data to assess risk more accurately. Insurers protect 
themselves from the risks they back by setting provisions. However, they are not 
protected against fraud risk and need to learn how to mitigate such offence. The COVID 
19 pandemic, which human beings are currently living worldwide, has triggered the 
number of fraud cases in the Spain’s insurance business to record levels over the last 
decade (AXA, 2021), reaching 24000 fraud cases detected in 2020 and avoiding paying 
67 million euros. Furthermore, the Cooperative Investigation between Insurance Entities 
and Pension Funds (ICEA, 2021) informs that the average amount of fraudulent claims 
avoided by insurers was 2287 euros in 2020. 
 
The strengthening of the company's detection capabilities of fraudulent claims has been 
increased with investment in resources and specific technological tools. In a blink of an 
eye, computing power has increased exponentially and there is a wealth of data available 
to get processed. One of the protagonist of this thesis, ML, has been able to take advantage 
of the situation with Big data, removing the focus on knowledge to give it to data-driven 
processes. However, it is not optional but essential for some insurers to embrace digital 
technology in order to cope with the growing volatility of environmental catastrophes and 
damages. Complex risks to insure, such as climate change, requires more sophisticated 




2.2. Machine Learning 
ML, a subset of AI, focuses on the ability of machines to receive a set of data and learn 
by themselves, adapting algorithms as they learn more about the information they process. 
Its applicability has primarily been limited in the past due to the need for large volume of 
big data and computational power to deliver robust results. Nowadays, shortage of 
computer system investment and qualified data scientist limit the development of this 
technology. According to Malhotra, R and Sharma, S (2018), many insurers process 
between 10% and 15% of the data they have access to, most of which is structured data 
they house in traditional databases. That means they are not only failing to unlock value 
from their structured data, but also overlooking the valuable insights hidden in their 
unstructured data. Analysing unstructured or semi-structured data and using it to drive 
better business decisions requires advanced data science techniques. Emerging data 
analytics technologies centred on ML bring order and purpose to semi-structured data so 
that it can be more effectively mined for business insights. 
 
As evidenced from a recent London based financial technology website article (Tec 
Bullion PR, 2021), insurance firms can automate various manual activities with AI and 
ML, driving higher customer loyalty and providing their services quicker.  
 
According to INESE (2021), a pioneering solution developed by IBM and MAPFRE 
based on AI named Verbatims will change the experience and communication with the 
insured. Insurance firms turn to AI companies to provide specialised solutions, including 
records management, virtual agents and intelligent analytical systems. These firms will 
use specialised tools to achieve lower operational costs and better consumer service  
with faster claim processing, customised pricing and fraud identification. 
 
The research from a UK financial sector provider of market intelligence (Juniper 
Research, 2018) found that the introduction of AI in the insurance claim process will 
generate significant cost savings. Juniper forecast that across property, health, life and 
motor insurance, the annual cost savings will exceed 1.2 billion dollars by 2023. 
 
According to TechBullion PR (2021), the benefits of AI in the insurance sector are: 
 
- Faster claim processing: AI can handle insurance claim data in an easier, simpler 
and faster way, generating a wider data analysis, which becomes in a quicker 
policyholder service to gain customer loyalty and retention. 
 
- Fraud detection: AI enables real-time claim fraud detection that human adjuster 
cannot provide, and hence, reducing claim settlements and costs. 
 
- Loss prevention: The integration of data from multiple sources, such as tablets, 
mobile phones, cars, home appliances, health trackers, fingerprint readers and other 
telematics devices, makes more data available to insurance industry nowadays. The 
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greater the use of such devices the higher the volume of customer data stored, which 
allows insurance companies to assess and model claims behaviour and risk levels 
more accurately, avoiding excessive costs and increasing profitability. In addition, 
insurance firms can use data for risk evaluation during the underwriting process and 
preventive promotion. 
 
- Better customer experience: Automatic virtual assistants interact with policyholders 
over the phone and through online applications, setting solutions to clients’ 
complaints and collecting additional information, accelerating incident management, 
providing customer advice, predicting customer leakage and calculating insurance 
price instantly. 
 
The whole world seems to be adapting to the new Big Data era, as reported by Google 
Trends (2021) which informs that the demand for AI for insurance has tripled in the 
United States since 2012. 
 
In addition, according to the research for the Accenture Technology Vision 2018 
(Accenture, 2018) details that more than 90 percent of insurance firms are using, plan to 
use or are considering using machine learning or AI in the claims or underwriting process. 
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3. Conventional Machine Learning 
3.1. Brief History 
From the Turing test in 1950 to the 21st century object and speech recognition, AI and 
ML have evolved radically over the last 70 years. According to Gartner (2016) ML is 
among the technologies at the peak of inflated expectations, looking forward to high 
degree of competitive advantage over the coming 10 years. A brief timeline with the 
machine intelligence history can be seen in Figure 1: 
 
Figure 1: Machine Intelligence development timeline. 
 
Source: Swiss Re Institute (2020) 
 
3.2. ML basics 
ML is a scientific discipline from the AI field that studies the computer capacity to learn 
from large data sets without being programmed explicitly. This automatic learning 
methodology uses algorithms that receive and analyse input data in order to identify and 
learn from patterns found in such data. Human observation can easily miss these patterns 
and associations and, due to the analysis of complex, inter-related and non-linear 
relationships among the input data variables, automatic decisions or predictions can be 
made by ML once algorithms are trained with data. After supplying data to predictive 
models, the algorithms will forecast based on data provided. As new and more diverse 
data is fed into ML algorithms, these learn and optimise their operations to improve 
performance, developing intelligence over time. 
 
Similarly, pre-schoolers sometimes learn new vocabulary through trial and error. The 
mistake of recognising a horse when it is actually a giraffe will be corrected by parents 
or teachers. Consequently, their brains will learn to identify giraffes after generating 
patterns, for instance, with the animal’s physical features such as height and skin colour. 
 
As there is no one way to solve a problem, depending on the nature of the challenge being 
addressed, there are different approaches based on the data available. The image in Annex 
A.1 shows a classification diagram of the most relevant ML algorithms. As described by 
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the diagram, there are four types of ML methods: supervised, unsupervised, 
reinforcement and ensemble methods (Burger, S.V. 2018). 
 
3.2.1. Supervised learning 
The machine learns under the presence of a supervisor. Data labelled is provided to 
algorithms, i.e. a set of known data that includes the desired inputs and outputs. 
Consequently, the labelled data act as supervisor. The algorithm must find a method to 
determine how to get from inputs to outputs by identifying patterns in the data set. The 
machine learns from the observations, makes predictions and, if needed, is corrected by 
the labelled data with the correct answer. This process continues until the algorithm 
reaches a high level of precision. 
 
These algorithms are easy-to-explain models that are used to solve math tasks, such as 
exploration of patterns with numbers, determine closeness of data points or estimate the 
trend of a vector. When data is categorised or numerical, supervised learning is applied 
to predict a category (classification method) or to predict a number (regression method). 
 
Neural Networks are models inspired by the behaviour of biological neurons and brain 
connections allowing models to identify patterns and solve problems. A subset of neural 
network algorithms is found in the supervised learning type. Neurons or nodes are 
connected to each other forming a neural network consisting of node layers, including an 
input layer, zero hidden layers or more and an output layer. Neurons are connected to 
each other with associated weights and thresholds applicable to the data sent to other 
neurons. As human brains, neural networks have learning power but rely on training data 
to learn and enhance performance over time. One of the fastest growing technologies in 
the world according to Pal, R (2020) is Deep Learning, a deep neural network with many 
hidden layers and many nodes in every hidden layer to train complex data that improve 
the efficiency and accuracy of predictions. 
 
Supervised algorithms are the most used in real-life assignments as they usually tend to 
learn quicker with a supervisor, as long as data quality utilised and modelling approach 
chosen are favourable. According to Wakefield, K (2021), 7 out of the 10 most common 
and popular machine learning algorithms belong to the supervised group.  
 
3.2.2. Unsupervised learning 
Algorithms study data to identify patterns and correlations but neither the output is 
included in the data nor wrong predictions can be corrected, i.e. no labelled data is used. 
Therefore, the machine is provided with data without being categorised, but it learns to 
recognise that there are different patterns, i.e. types of outputs, although it will not know 
what they are named. 
 
For instance, after being able to recognise groups A, B and C, the machine will connect 
to external databases, such as the internet, and will look for pattern similarities with 
respect to the data initially provided. The machine will end up naming the groups A, B 
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and C, providing the correct output, because it will find them on the external database 
without anyone having told it. Thus, the more data evaluated, the higher the ability to 
make decisions with the corresponding gradual improvement. 
 
This method is used to divide by similarity (clustering method), find hidden dependencies 
(dimension reduction method) and identify sequences (association method). A subset of 
Neural Networks algorithms is found in the unsupervised learning type, such as SOM 
Neural Network models (Hainaut, D., 2018). 
 
3.2.3. Reinforcement learning 
Reinforcement learning is a type of ML algorithm that aims to develop a system, called 
an agent, that wants to improve its efficiency by performing a task based on interaction 
with its environment. In order to accomplish its commitment, the agent receives rewards 
that allow to adapt its behaviour. Perhaps, this type of algorithm could be considered as 
a sort of supervised algorithm since the agent is going to receive a label, i.e. the reward.  
However, this label obtained is not the absolute truth associated with its behaviour, but 
only an indicator of how well or badly it performed its action. (Sutton, R. S. and Barto, 
A. G., 2018). 
 
For instance, if an algorithm is trained to play chess efficiently, the fact that the algorithm 
wins a game and receives a positive reward does not indicate that the pieces movements 
made were correct. It simply indicates that the pieces movements were suitable in the 
specific environment of that game. As it receives rewards, the agent must develop the 
correct strategy, named politics, that leads the agent to obtain positive rewards in all 
possible situations. A subset of Neural Networks algorithms is also found in reinforced 
learning type. 
 
3.2.4. Ensemble methodology 
This method is set by multiple models that each of them produces different predictions. 
The predictions from the different models are combined to obtain a single prediction with 
a better predictive performance than the individual predictions. As each model works 
differently, their combination tend to compensate their individual errors. 
 
3.3. Insurance practices 
The objective of ML is to predict results based on incoming data. Accordingly, the 
insurance sector stores large datasets, makes the corresponding selection of features or 
independent variables that can explain the dependent variable and selects the algorithms 
that better fits the data. 
 
Datasets can be obtained manually (containing less errors, taking more time to be 
collected and being expensive) o automatically (containing different formats with 
incomplete content, being free/cheap and accessible). The larger the datasets the better, 
considering that it should be complete, well formatted and diverse. However, the best 




The selection of the ML method can be considered an art. Supervised and unsupervised 
learning is applied when sample data sets are available with clear variables, 
Reinforcement learning works on interacting with an environment, or Ensemble methods 
are implemented when complex data is available with unclear variables. 
 
The selection of the features or variables in the dataset that form hidden patterns to 
generate predictions may not be easy to find, trying the model several times until some 
results make sense. The formula and/or equation/s that produce the prediction with the 
variables of the dataset, the algorithm, may be easy to find, since many are available. 
However, the equation providing the most accurate results may take not only additional 
time to be found, i.e. after applying the corresponding fine-tuning modifying variables 
and parameters, but also expert judgment. The solution to any problem can come from 
different approaches, as several algorithms can fit, but the key is to decide which 
algorithm fits better. The methodology utilised impacts on the performance, accuracy, 
and dimension of the model. 
 
Classical econometrics has an economic base that specifies the exogenous variables to be 
used in a model created with an economic reasoning supported by economic theories 
through a progressive study of the problem. Instead, ML is created to find strong 
correlations in variables that allow predictability, becoming a much more operational 
work with almost no need for a theoretical basis that explains the sense of using the 
exogenous variables utilised, at the expense of not being able to contrast parameters and 
making a more difficult interpretation of these parameters. ML searches the best goodness 
of fit for the model used considering causal inference, which allows using more 
sophisticated algorithms to improve such goodness of fit and perform more automatic 
modelling, saving time. 
 
Under the supervised algorithm group, classification methods are used in insurance 
industry for similar document search, policy handwriting recognition and fraud detection. 
Additionally, regression methods are used for demand and sales volume analysis, 
insurance pricing any number-time correlations. 
 
Labelled data may be expensive to obtain or may not even exist, and then, unsupervised 
algorithms are the only method applicable when there is no other available option. 
However, as these models are not limited to labels set, they can rapidly adapt to new and 
emerging patterns, for example, with dishonest behaviour. As informed by 
Kapetanvasileiou, G. (2019), a New Zealand health insurer used unsupervised learning 
methods to identify cases where practitioners were deliberately overcharging patients for 
a particular procedure or providing unnecessary treatment for certain diagnoses. 
Clustering methods are used in the insurance industry on client segmentation and 
identification of irregular conducts. Dimension reduction methods handle risk 
management, advice system and fake image detection. Additionally, Association learning 
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can cope with modelling regarding sales prediction, insurance products acquired 
simultaneously and study patterns in web page navigation. 
 
Reinforcement learning algorithms follow the action-and-reward approach, i.e. reduce 
mistakes instead of forecasting. Similarly, Krasheninnikova, E. et al (2019), describe how 
to successfully apply Reinforcement learning to model the problem of renewal price 
optimisation. After offering renewal prices to all the portfolio’s policyholders, the states 
of the insurer will change (high renewal price may represent one customer less, which 
could be a bad decision by lowering revenue or a good decision by increasing revenue) 
and become a succession of situations (states), decisions (actions), and utilities (rewards) 
received. 
 
The largest technology companies use the Neural Network approach as a little increase in 
algorithm accuracy represents additional millions in revenues. They can take the place of 
any model mentioned in this paper and are used for identification of objects, customer 
speech recognition, translation and accident image processing. However, many other 
applications are being investigated. According to Fernandez-Arjona, L. (2019), Neural 
network can be an approximation for solvency calculations when using Monte Carlo 
simulations to model options and guarantees for life businesses, considering future 
discounted cash flows simulated with Economic Scenario Generators. Similarly, Amir 
Hejazi, S and Jackson, K. R. (2016), propose a neural network implementation of the 
spatial interpolation technique, providing superior accuracy with neural network 
approach rather than Monte Carlo simulations on variable annuity modelling. 
 
Finally, Ensemble methods cope with any supervised and unsupervised learning 
algorithm, on object detection and search systems. Like Neural Networks, Ensemble 
methods nowadays are one of the most used models in ML industry and research, 
providing favourable results such as fraud detection in health insurance (Kunickaitè, R. 
et al, 2020). Several approaches are used to build ensembles, such as Voting, Boosting, 
Stacking and Bagging. 
 
Voting method consists of multiple ML models trained to provide their predictions 
individually, which have a vote associated. The final prediction is what the majority of 
the models vote. An application of voting is considered in aviation incident risk prediction 
(Zhang, X. and Mahadevan, S., 2018). 
 
The Bagging method also combines multiple ML models but, unlike Voting, the way to 
get the errors to compensate with each other, each model is trained with subsets of the 
training set. These subsets are formed by randomly choosing samples from the training 
set. An example of bagging is used by Knighton, J. et al (2020) in predicting flood 
insurance claims with hydrologic and socioeconomic demographics. 
 
In Boosting, each model tries to fix the errors of the previous models. In binary 
classification, the first model tries to learn the relationship between the input variables 
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and the outputs. As the first model will make some errors, the second one will try to 
reduce the errors of the first model. Su, X and Bai, M (2020) show how a gradient 
boosting model is able to capture the non-linear dependence between the claim frequency 
and severity using French car insurance claim data. 
 
Stacking approach basically combines the predictions of base models, i.e. the output of 
multiple models is used as the input of multiple models. For instance, Prakash, G. and 
Jyothi, R. N. (2019) deal with cost reduction and enhancement in nature of care by 
establishing preventative interventions for risk patients for hospitals and insurers. With 
clinical data and evaluating risk associated, the use of stacked ensemble machine learning 
techniques obtain higher predictive accuracy than traditional models and also identify 




4. Automatic Machine Learning 
4.1. AutoML Basics 
During the last years, conventional ML has made a huge progress in allowing models to 
learn without being programmed for it. However, ML modelling still requires human 
expertise to be set. The conventional ML process is shown in Figure 2: 
 
Figure 2: Conventional Machine Learning process. 
 
Source: own elaboration from Nilsson, N. J. (1998) 
 
On the other hand, AutoML approach has the aim of making the modelling more 
automatic by going from inputs to outputs quicker, not only by dealing with data 
preparation and model selection tasks more efficiently but also providing the best ML 
method based on the data used. 
 
In general, using AutoML might be considered an advantage in modelling due to the 
shortage of actuaries and data scientist with ML knowledge and experience. Moreover, 
large input data sets can be used in its raw state with AutoML, i.e with no additional 
preparation is needed, and the process increases efficiency by allowing data scientist to 
focus on the problem rather than the model and/or parameter selection, reducing human 
error . 
 
The AutoML modelling process can be seen in Figure 3:  
 
Figure 3: Automatic Machine Learning process. 
 
Source: own elaboration from Hutter, F. et al (2019) 
 
Consequently, the future of the conventional ML process may be AutoML. However, 
there are several disadvantages too: models are more complex and may be difficult to 
explain, high run time (if performed in-house) and high IT resources are needed to process 
(if performed in-house). 
 
Generally, AutoML is mainly used to perform predictions with classification tasks, 
regression tasks and time-series forecasting. AutoML supports ensemble modelling by 
default. As previously mentioned, ensemble methods enhance ML outputs and predictive 
performance by mixing numerous models as opposed to utilising single models. 
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According to Boral, S. (2019), AutoML was mentioned for the first time in 2014 at a 
workshop in the University of Freiburg, Germany. The organisers considered the idea of 
developing a machine learning method that would not require any expert judgement to 
configure it. 
 
4.2. AutoML systems available 
The following section covers a non-exhaustive list of AutoML toolkits currently 
available: 
- Auto-sklearn is an open-source AutoML tool created by Feurer, M. et al. (2019) 
implemented in Python, built around scikit-learn library. 
- AutoML-Tables is a commercial AutoML tool created by Google (2021) on Google 
Cloud Platform 
- AutoGluon is an open-source AutoML tool created by Amazon (AutoGluon, 2021) 
- AutoML-azure is a commercial AutoML tool created by Microsoft (2021) 
- Auto-WEKA is an open-source AutoML tool created by Thornton, C. et al (2016) 
- H2O AutoML is an open-source AutoML tool created by H2O (2021) 
 
4.3. H2O’s AutoML 
H2O is a company founded in 2012 with headquarters in Mountain View, California, 
United States of America. The aim of the founders, who are Java-engineers, was to build 
a platform that could work on big data sets in a distributed manner, had a large amount 
of ML algorithms available to work with, and provided data science functionalities. 
 
H2O is also an open-source platform (Apache 2.0 Licensed), created by the H2O 
company, programmed in Java programming language with several Application 
Programming Interfaces (API) available such as R or Python, including a web interface 
for users that may not know programming. The platform is a distributed machine learning 
system, which distributes the data across multiple nodes and clusters (needed for very 
large amount of data) and can easily deploy models to production level with its high-
performance Java code through models programmed in R or Python programming 
languages. Basically, H2O system is a library with a group of unsupervised and 
supervised ML algorithms such as Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), Random Forest 
(RF), Deep Neural Network (DNN), Generalised Linear Model (GLM), stacked 
ensembles, among others (H2O, 2021). 
 
H2O is considered a distributing computing system due to its H2O cluster and its H2O 
frame. Any R or Python script on H2O will start setting the H2O cluster which is a Java 
process that sets a block of memory where model, data and computations are going to be 
processed. The cluster has no size limit, being able to run from a laptop, any physical 
machine or physical cluster, and has multiple nodes with shared memory model, seeing 
each node only some rows of the data. A clustering algorithm tries to find out inherent 
groups in the dataset, for instance grouping insureds by driving preferences. The system 
faces an association problem which tries to discover rules that explain the data, for 
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example insureds that drive red vehicles tend to drive over the speed limit once a month. 
Figure 4 shows a H2O Cluster when interacting with R: 
 
Figure 4: Representation of H2O Cluster interacting with R. 
 
Source: H2O (2021) H2O Architecture 
 
Models are strong in some areas and weak in others, but correctly combined hidden 
benefits may appear. Ensembles often out-perform individual models. In this case, 
stacking ensemble approach is applied by H2O following approaches of Wolpert, D. 
(1992) and Breiman, L. (1996) to learn what the best combination of the base models 
generates the best outcome. 
 
The H2O’s AutoML process takes the following steps (H2O, 2021): 
- Basic data pre-processing: parsing or analysing data structure, variable structure 
identification, handling missing values, filling NAs, splitting data internally into 
groups based on specific criteria and transformation of original dataset features into 
new and more predictive ones for better model performance 
- Trains a random grid of GBMs, DNNs, GLMs, among other models, using a particular 
hyper-parameter space. 
- Individual models are tuned using cross-validation in order to avoid overfitting. 
- Two stacked ensembles are trained: “all models” ensemble and a lightweight “best of 
family” ensemble. The stacking method uses a second-level “metalearning” algorithm 
to find  the optimal combination of base models. 
- Returns a “leaderboard” of all models, i.e. a ranking of all models based on cross-
validation performance ranked by a default or specified matrix (a binary classification 
problem would be ranked by Area Under the Curve or AUC by default). 
 
As previously mentioned, H2O allows using its AutoML functionalities through a web-
based interactive environment named Flow, especially designed for users who do not 
know coding. The image of Annex A.2 shows the H2O Flow interface and, in the next 
section, a practical case is generated with it.  
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5. Case: Fraud detection 
This section intends to demonstrate that the use of AutoML is worthwhile by comparing 
H2O capabilities to predict car insurance claim fraud detection with several ML 
techniques. 
  
5.1. Data analysis with R 
A supervised binary classification problem on fraud detection is considered under this 
practical case in R studio with R programming language. United States (US) car insurance 
claim data from 2015 is sourced from Kaggle (Sharma, R., 2019) with 1000 observations 
and 39 variables or claim features which may help to detect fraudulent claims. In 
particular, policy data come from three states: Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. A brief 
description of the meaning of the 39 variables is shown in the Annex A.3 although the 
original variable name is very descriptive. 
 
One of the most common problems data analysts face when working with data occurs 
when doing the cleaning/adapting analysis on the raw data obtained, specially the fact of 
dealing with NA, Unspecified and/or missing values. Deletion of the observations is a 
solution in these cases. In this project it is better considered to keep data rather than to 
discard it, as small datasets are not desired for the analysis and working with the total 
number of claims is preferable. 
 
Analysing the structure of the raw data obtained (see Annex A.4), the reader can observe 
the common error with zip code variable, “insured_zip”, which is recognised as integer 
instead of a character to become a categorical variable. As previously mentioned, data 
content does not normally come in the perfect format to work with. For instance, 
“policy_csl” variable is recognised with the character class but, ideally, it should be 
considered an integer. In addition, data content is not fully complete as it contains “?” 
values in several variables. An histogram of the dependent variable is shown below: 
 
Figure 5: Histogram of “fraud_reported” variable. 
 




The bar plot depicts that approximately 25% (Y variable) of the car insurance claims 
reported are fraudulent and 75% (N variable) are not fraudulent. 
 
The H2O AutoML function does not need any data preparation before modelling. 
However, traditional ML approaches applied in this thesis may need some modifications 
in order to proceed with modelling. The Annex A.5 presents the summary of the variables. 
Some particularities of the data inform that: 
- Insureds have been between 0 and 479 months as customers, with an average of 204 
months. 
- Insureds are between 19 and 64 years old, with an average age of 39 years old. 
- Policy annual premium is between 433 US dollars and 2048 US dollars, with an 
average of 1256 US dollars. 
- The umbrella insurance policy variable contains a minimum value of -1000000 US 
dollars. As this is a clear data error, it is changed to 0. 
- Policyholder’s capital gains over the last year are between 0 and 100500 US dollars. 
- Policyholder’s capital losses over the last year are between 0 and 111100 US dollars. 
 
Moreover, variables that may be considered affecting the determination of a fraudulent 
claim are injury claim, property claim and vehicle claim. The descriptive statistics of these 
numeric variables (see annex A.6) indicate that: 
 
Injury claim variable shows the following statistics: 
- it contains 1000 observations (as previously informed) 
- the mean is 7433 US dollars and the standard deviation is 4881 US dollars 
- the median is 6775 which is the value below which are 50% of the observations 
- 7235 is the value of the trimmed mean, a robust estimator of central tendency that 
describes the location of a data set without undue influence of extreme values. 
- 5493 is the median absolute deviation (from the median) which is the median of the 
set comprising the absolute values of the differences between the median and each 
data value. 
- the minimum injury claim amount is 0 and the maximum is 21450 US dollars 
- 0.26 is the skewness or the degree of distortion from the symmetrical bell curve (or 
the normal distribution), and so it measures the lack of symmetry in data distribution. 
As the skewness is between -0.5 and +0.5, the distribution is approximately 
symmetric (see annex A.7) 
- kurtosis is -0.77, which is used to describe the extreme values in one versus the other 
tail. As kurtosis is lower than 0 the data variable is categorised as platykurtic, i.e. a 
distribution that has a flat peak and has more dispersed scores with lighter tails. 
- 154.35 is the standard error or the standard deviation of the data set divided by the 
square root of the number of observations. Standard error of the mean is a measure 
that estimates how close a calculated mean is likely to be to the true mean of the 
population. 
 
Property claim variable shows the following statistics: 
- it contains 1000 observations 
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- the mean is 7400 US dollars and the standard deviation of 4825 US dollars 
- the median is 6750 and 7165 is the value of the trimmed mean 
- 4878 is the median absolute deviation (from the median) 
- the minimum claim value is 0 and the maximum claim value is 23670 
- 0.38 is the skewness, which indicates that the distribution is approximately symmetric 
(see annex A.8) 
- kurtosis is -0.39, thus the variable data is categorised as platykurtic 
- the standard error is 152.57. 
 
Vehicle claim variable shows the following statistics: 
- it contains 1000 observations 
- the mean is 37929 US dollars and the standard deviation is 18886 US dollars (both 
statistics are the largest in comparison to the property and injury claim variables 
previously analysed) 
- the median is 42100 and 38944 is the value of the trimmed mean 
- 14589 is the median absolute deviation (from the median) 
- the minimum claim value is 70 and the maximum claim value is 79560 
- -0.62 is the skewness, which indicates that the distribution is moderately negative, i.e. 
the left-hand tail is normally longer than the right-hand tail (see annex A.9) 
- kurtosis is -0.46, thus the variable data is categorised as platykurtic 
- the standard error is 597.24. 
 
Descriptive analysis segmenting by the “fraud_reported” variable (see annex A.10) is also 
performed but no numerical variables seems to provide shocking clues on what makes 
the claim to be or not to be fraudulent. The most relevant findings are: 
- Fraudulent reported claims have on average 30% increase of the umbrella insurance 
policy limit 
- Fraudulent reported claims have on average 20% higher total claim amounts. This 
statement can be appreciated from the following graph (Y = fraudulent and N = non-
fraudulent claims): 
 
Figure 6: Total Claim amount by non-fraudulent claims. 
 




Additionally, analysis between categorical variables is produced which visually explains 
some sort of distinctions between non-/fraudulent claims. The distinguishing 
characteristics can be seen with the following bar plots with respect to accident type, 
authorities contacted and incident severity variables when counting the non-/fraudulent 
claims under each variable: 
 
Figure 7: Non-/fraudulent claims by incident type, authorities contacted and incident severity. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Fraudulent claims seem to occur more frequently with multi-vehicle collision and single 
vehicle collision, generally some kind of authority is contacted when the incident occurs, 
and major damages are suffered. 
 
At this point the preliminary analysis of the data set is performed and the behaviour of 
the non-/fraudulent claims with respect to each predictor has been studied. Hence, it is 
time to determine the possible models to consider in the estimation phase. 
 
5.2. H2O AutoML with R 
The H2O AutoML full potential is shown at first and results are later compared with other 
modelling approaches. No modification of the original data is applied, with the exception 
of the error found on the umbrella insurance policy variable which contains a minimum 
value of -1000000 US dollars and is changed to 0.  
 
Once the personal computer is connected to the H2O cluster (see Annex A.11), R Studio 
informs that 0.97 GB of H2O cluster memory are assigned to this project, and the H2O 
data frame can then be created in R memory. All H2O models are stored in H2O cluster 
memory. Hence, to get data into H2O Java memory, data are written in the local hard disk 
and then the H2O cluster reads them. 
 
A brief description of the H2O data frame is shown in the Annex A.12. As expected, 39 
variables are shown under column “Label”. The column “Type” automatically indicates 
the type of variables found which are “int” (integer), “string”, real (real number) and 
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“enum” (categorical/factor variables). No missing values are found in the dataset, but it 
contains many zeros in several variables. The largest “sigma” (standard deviation) is 
found in the umbrella insurance policy variable. “Cardinality” column automatically 
detects the number of levels of the categorical variables. 
 
In H2O AutoML, unique features do not positively contribute to the modelling experience 
due to overfitting, such as incident date (60 levels). Additionally, no data leakage is 
considered if non-predictive variables are removed, such as policy number and policy 
bind date. Consequently, the previously mentioned variables are not considered in the 
modelling process. However, the fact of data content having “?” as value in some 
variables is not an issue for H2O AutoML. 
 
AutoML function of H2O library automatically builds large number of models with the 
aim of finding the best model with no previous knowledge of the data. There is no need 
to divide the data set into train data and test data since H2O functionality does it 
automatically. Nevertheless, data are divided (90% training data set and 10% test data 
set)1 in order to be compared to other modelling approaches in equal circumstances. Since 
the response column, “fraud_reported” variable, is identified as categorical variable, H2O 
automatically recognises the binary classification problem. Otherwise, if the response 
column was encoded with numbers, it would perform a regression. 
 
Once dependent and independent variables are identified, two AutoML functions are set 
with a particular specification, although many others could be established (LeDell, E et 
al, 2020): 
 
- Run the data over a maximum number of models, in particular 10 models 
- Run the data during a time set, in particular 600 seconds 
 
The time these functions take depends on the size of the data set and the resources given 
to process. Few lines of code make AutoML efficient to data scientist. Users leverage 
H2O to select the most promising algorithms by just taking a look at the data. 
Consequently, the user can spend time up front in the process analysing the problem. The 
following image shows the leaderboards of the two AutoML functions set: 
 
Figure 8a: 10-model AutoML function leaderboard. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
                                                            
1 Although other desired proportion may be chosen, a division between training, validation and test data set may be considered more 
correct for modelling purposes with the disadvantage of dividing further the data and reducing the number of observations in the 




Figure 8b: 600-second AutoML function leaderboard. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Figure 8a shows 10-model AutoML function leaderboard and figure 8b shows the 600-
second AutoML function leaderboard. Both leaderboards show the 12 top models with 
highest AUC. The highest AUC is 0.87, indicating that the top models have 87% 
probability of distinguishing between fraudulent claims and non-fraudulent claims. Since 
no specification was requested to score models, the leaderboard uses the cross-validation 
metric. A default performance metric for each ML task (binary classification or multiclass 
regression) is specified internally and the leaderboard is sorted by that metric. For this 
binary classification problem, the default ranking metric is the AUC. 
 
The 10-model AutoML function leaderboard provides 12 models (of which two stacked 
ensembles) and the 600-second AutoML function leaderboard provides 42 models.  
The leaderboards provide the model_id variable (first column) which specifies the 
parameters of the models, and the remaining variables are metrics that represent the cross-
validated performance of each of the models. The top model of the 10-model AutoML 
function is named “GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342” and the top model of 600-
second AutoML function also obtains another GBM model under the name of 
“GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210504_081538_model_15”. The chosen algorithm is a 
GBM in both cases, a ML technique that create a predictive model by chaining together 
a set of weak decision trees as a prediction basis to create a more robust classifier, 
allowing arbitrary optimization of a differentiable loss function. 
 
As this is a binary classification problem, we have the following metrics: AUC, 
logarithmic loss, Area Under Precision Recall Curve (AUCPR), mean per class error, 
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE). While AUC 
indicates how well a model classifies a binary target, the logarithmic loss metric is a 
probability value between 0 and 1, and it studies how close the predicted values generated 
by the model are to the actual target value, i.e. it evaluates the correctness of a classifier 
by penalising false classifications. Consequently, the higher the logarithmic loss value is, 
the higher divergence exists between the predicted probability and the actual value. For 
instance, the model “GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342” shows a logarithmic loss of 
0.3617501 which is the lowest among the models selected. 
 
As previously indicated, AUC (Ballings, M. and Van den Poel, D., 2015) metric considers 
how well the model can differentiate between true fraudulent claims and false fraudulent 
claims, with a value of 1 indicating the perfect classifier and a value of 1/2 indicating a 
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poor one. H2O uses the trapezoidal rule to approximate the area under the ROC curve, 
and consequently, AUC is usually not the best metric for an imbalanced binary target 
because a high number of true non-fraudulent claims may cause the AUC to look 
overestimated, considering H2O more appropriate to use in these cases the AUCPR 
metric. 0.6681112 is the AUCPR value of the previous mentioned model 
“GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342”, which is among the highest values of the 
models selected. 
 
The “mean per class error” metric works for problems of classifying instances into one 
of three or more classes, i.e. multiclass classification, rather than binary classification as 
this is the case in this project. This metric calculates the average of the errors of each class 
in the multi-class data set and considers misclassification of the data across the classes. 
Consequently, the lower the value of “mean per class error”, the better the model, and 
actually, the mentioned “GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342” model obtains one of the 
lowest value (0.1398532). 
 
The MSE metric calculates the average of the squares of the errors. The errors are the 
distances from the points to the regression line and these are squared to remove any 
negative sign. The RMSE metric calculates the standard deviation of the residuals or 
prediction errors. Therefore, the lower the MSE and RMSE, the better, and in fact, the 
“GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342” model results show 0.3329736 and 0.1108714, 
respectively, which are the lowest of the given outputs. Anyway, these are not good 
metrics for binary classification but for regression problems. 
 
At the leaderboard of the 10-model AutoML function, Stacked Ensemble models are 
found in the second and sixth position. These models almost always outperform a single 
model (not the case in this practical case), and in fact, typically the 
StackedEnsemble_Allmodels wins and the StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily remains a 
bit behind, as it can be seen in figure 8. The Stacked Ensemble "All models" is an 
ensemble of all the individual models in that AutoML run and Stacked Ensemble “Best 
of family” is a subgroup of models selected automatically by the H2O algorithm.  
 
The image found in the Annex A.13 shows the variable importance for the metalearning 
algorithm inside of the “All models” stack ensemble model. Meta learner is the name of 
the algorithm which its goal is to take the predictions from the base models and predict 
the outcome. The features in the meta learner are actually predictions from the base 
model, representing each of the models that are in the stack ensemble. The meta learner 
is a model stored inside the stack ensemble and, as shown by the results, it corresponds 
to a Generalised Linear Model (GLM) in this case. In addition, the default metalearner 
algorithm is a GLM binomial logit elastic net, parameters alpha = 0.5 and lambda = 
0.000165, and the variable importance of the metalearner is provided by the standardised 





Figure 9: Variable importance of the metalearner. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Consequently, the most important base learner to the ensemble is the 
GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342. The models are extremely randomised trees 
(XRT), which is a variant of random forest, distributed random forest (DRF), GBM, Deep 
Learning and Generalised Linear model (GLM). From the sixth model included in the 
metalearner, the models are not doing well, which was already seen in the leaderboard. 
The goal with the metalearner is to ignore any model that is not useful. 
 
Going back to the best model found (GBM_5_AutoML_20210504_081342), a Gradient 
Boosting model, the following image indicates that the “incident_severity” variable and 
“insured_hobbies” variable are by far the most predictive variables to determine 
fraudulent claims, followed by the “auto_model” variable: 
 
Figure 10: Variable importance with GBM. 
 




It is very interesting to see that 2 or 3 variables are above the remaining ones for 
predicting. “Incident_severity” is one of the categorical variables previously analysed 
where distinctions between non-/fraudulent claims are found. For further information on 
the relative importance of other variables see Annex A.15. 
 
All the parameters selected for the top model are found in Annex A.16,  for instance 
“ntrees” indicates that 46 trees were created. This is not a large number of trees and it is 
better to stop the modelling before having too many trees and overfit the data. If desired, 
it is possible to use this model found with the AutoML function and change some 
parameters to beat the result just given in order to try to obtain a better model. 
 
The following image shows the confusion matrix of the best model found with the train 
data set: 
 
Figure 11: Confusion matrix. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The matrix shows that only 44 out of 226 claims would be considered non-fraudulent 
claims by the model although they actually are fraudulent claims. In addition, 35 out of 
674 claims would be considered as fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are 
not fraudulent claims. These results mean that the model would be mistaken 8.7% of the 
predictions made. To finish this section, given the GBM fitted model and the 100-
observation test data set in which to look for variables with which to predict, R returns an 
H2O data frame object with probabilities and default predictions (for the full list of 
predicted values see Annex A.17): 
 
Figure 12: GBM Prediction. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The model predicted 81 non-fraudulent claims and 19 fraudulent claims, and the test data 
set contains 79 non-fraudulent claims and 21 fraudulent claims. However, 9 claims were 
considered fraudulent and they were not, and 11 claims were not considered fraudulent, 
but they were. Hence, 20% of the times the model would be mistaken. After performing 
the selection of the model and the prediction with the H2O library in R, H2O Flow 




5.3. H2O AutoML with Flow 
The potential of the H2O AutoML function capabilities is applied with H2O Flow in this 
section. The aim is to demonstrate that the process carried out with RStudio can also be 
applied by simply downloading a file and using a web explorer to connect to the H2O 
Flow platform (H2O, 2021), without trying to replicate the results obtained in RStudio, 
i.e. this is a sample case study. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is utilised and Annex A.18 shows the uploading 
process of the data set. The image in Annex A.19 shows how H2O Flow automatically 
detects the dataset variables, the picture in Annex A.20 visualises how to set the AutoML 
function and the image in Annex A.21 shows how to deselect explanatory variables from 
the dataset. The leaderboard of the corresponding run is shown below:  
 
Figure 13: H2O Flow leaderboard. 
 
Source: own elaboration with H2O Flow 
 
As can be seen, the leaderboard informs that a GBM model, in this case under the name 
of  GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210522_124428_model_2, is chosen as the best model, 
as previously seen with RStudio. The identical output obtained when using Rstudio is not 
replicated by H2O Flow due to using different model seed and slightly different 
configuration. The image in Annex A.22 shows the confusion matrix which shows that 
only 22 out of 226 claims would be considered non-fraudulent claims by the model 
although they actually are fraudulent claims. In addition, 10 out of 674 claims would be 
considered as fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are not fraudulent claims. 
These results mean that the model would be mistaken 3.6% of the predictions made. 
 
Predictions are performed with the test data set and the model predicted 80 non-fraudulent 
claims and 20 fraudulent claims, although the test data set contains 79 non-fraudulent 
claims and 21 fraudulent claims. However, 8 claims were considered fraudulent and they 




After presenting the capabilities of H2O Flow potential, the process is repeated according 
to more widespread modelling methodologies that could handle binary classification 
problems such as artificial neural network, logistic regression and support vector machine 
according to PureAI Editors (2020). Additionally, decision tree classification algorithm 
is also tested as it an approach quick to use and easy to interpret (Chakure, A., 2019). 
Many other approaches could have been used for the purpose of this thesis, but the 
mentioned approaches are considered the most conventional and easy-to-use ML 
approaches. 
 
5.4. Linear model - Perceptron with R 
The perceptron is the simple neuron model, consisting of a basic unit of inference in the 
form of a linear discriminator with no hidden layer, from which an algorithm is 
developed, capable of generating a criterion to select a sub-group from a larger group of 
components. Thus, it serves to classify linearly separable problems. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is desired to be used. However, Neuralnet package 
cannot handle characters or categorical inputs. Hence, beforehand, these variables should 
be either changed to dummy variables or eliminated. The solution is to proceed with both 
options since some variables have too many levels, such as “auto_model” and 
“incident_location”, but the remaining ones are changed to dummy values, to finally 
remain with 34 variables in total. Best practices recommend that the better the data, the 
better the model. Nonetheless, data preparation is a must workload when using Neuralnet. 
 
Regrettably, after adding/removing variables and adjusting some Neuralnet function 
parameters, such as adding reps (repetitions), increasing the stepmax to give more time 
to the model to learn/converge or increasing the threshold to allow earlier stop for 
convergence, the model did not converge. One of the main problems in classification 
occurs when the algorithm never converges on updating the weights while it is being 
trained. It normally occurs when the classes are not perfectly linearly separable. 
 
5.5. Linear model - Logistic regression with R 
The drawback of linear regression is that models are sensitive to outliers and assume 
normally distributed errors when performing hypothesis test. Regardless, an extension of 
linear regression models are the Generalised Linear Models (Annette, D., 1990) in which 
Logistic regression is part of (Agresti, A., 2015). The model estimates a probability 
(between 0 and 1) and, with the default threshold2 (set to 0.5), it performs the binary 
classification which the observation belongs to, with the predictors provided. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is desired to be used, also eliminating the error 
found in “umbrella_limit” variable. However, GLM function cannot handle character 
type for the dependent variable. Hence, beforehand, this variable is changed to factor 
                                                            
2 For the purpose of this thesis, threshold and parameter model settings tend to be left as default by the model function specifications 
as long as the model works, i.e. the minimum model specifications are manually set. Nevertheless, thresholds and parameters may be 
amended following data set utilised, increasing the model manipulation and expert judgement required for modelling. 
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variable. Additionally, “maxit” parameter from GLM function is set 100 in order for the 
model to converge. The parameter indicates the maximal number of iteratively 
reweighted least squares iterations and, by being incremented, it helps to find 
the maximum likelihood estimate and converge. 
 
The GLM model output (see Annex A.23) show nearly all coefficients’ p-values with 
value of 1 (“collision_typeSide Collision” variable provides a “NA”). Coefficient’s p-
value tests the null hypothesis that the particular coefficient is equal to zero, and hence, 
it has no effect on the model. For instance, a p-value lower than 0.05 indicates that the 
null hypothesis can be rejected with 95% confidence. In other words, coefficients with 
low p-values are likely to be meaningful additions to the GLM model since movements 
in the independent variables are related to movements in the dependent variable, in this 
case, “fraud_reported” variable. Consequently, none of the coefficients are statistically 
significant to the model and care should be taken to discard them, as keeping them could 
contribute to overfitting. Furthermore, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is 1800, a 
measure of the relative quality of the statistical model. AIC manages a trade-off between 
the model’s goodness of fit and its complexity, by penalising the number of parameters 
in order to avoid overfitting. 
 
Even making the model to converge does not guarantees a valuable predictive model. 
After several attempts, variables are carefully selected in order to obtain a meaningful 
model with an AIC of 642.49 (the lowest found) by using only two categorical variables 
from the original data set: “insured_hobbies” and “incident_severity” (distinctions 
between non-/fraudulent claims were found when analysing the data). 
 
Figure 14: GLM coefficients. 
 




The previous image shows the coefficients’ estimate values, its standard errors, the z-
statistics (estimate value divided by the standard error) and the p-values. For this new 
model, “maxit“ parameter is not needed. The multiple logistic regression used finds one 
of the most significant coefficients the “insured_hobbieschess” coefficient. This 
coefficient has a value of 3.58, indicating that if chess is the hobby of the insured, there 
is associated an increase in the probability of reporting fraudulent claims. 
The following image shows the confusion matrix of the best model found with the train 
data set: 
 
Figure 15: GLM Confusion matrix. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The matrix shows that only 58 out of 226 claims would be considered non-fraudulent 
claims by the model although they actually are fraudulent claims. In addition, 64 out of 
674 claims would be considered as fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are 
not fraudulent claims. These results mean that the model would be mistaken 13.6% of the 
predictions made. 
 
To finish this section, given the GLM fitted model and the 100-observation test data set 
in which to look for variables with which to predict, predictions are performed (see Annex 
A.24). The model predicted 80 non-fraudulent claims and 20 fraudulent claims, and the 
test data set contains 79 non-fraudulent claims and 21 fraudulent claims. However, 7 
claims were considered fraudulent and they were not, and 8 claims were not considered 
fraudulent, but they were. Additionally, the model accuracy is 85%, which measures the 
proportion of observations that have been correctly predicted. After performing the 
selection of the model and the prediction with the GLM, the process will be repeated with 




5.6. Neural Network – Multilayer perceptron with R 
Unlike perceptron, the multilayer perceptron is a neural network formed by at least 3 
layers of nodes (input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer) which has the ability to 
solve problems that are not linearly separable, which is the main limitation of the 
perceptron. Hidden layers use backpropagation to optimise the weights of the input 
variables with the aim of improving the predictive power of the model. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is desired to be used. As previously seen, Neuralnet 
package cannot handle characters or categorical inputs. Hence, beforehand, these 
variables should be either changed to dummy variables or eliminated. The solution is to 
proceed with both options since some variables have too many levels, such as 
“auto_model” and “incident_location”, but the remaining ones are changed to dummy 
values, to finally remain with 34 variables in total. Best practices recommend that the 
better the data, the better the model. Nonetheless, data preparation is a must workload 
when using Neuralnet. The model setting is specified with parameter “linear.output” as 
FALSE since non-linear implications are considered to be affecting the independent 
variable (fraudulent claim) by the predictors utilised. 
 
The number of hidden layers to set in the neural network is not a straightforward 
decision3. Trial and error approach is the only way to compare how accurate the 
predictions are by changing the number of hidden layers. Too many hidden layers and 
neurons may overfit the data and accuracy may sometimes improve without any hidden 
layers at all. For the purpose of this project, no specific number of hidden layer is set, 
letting the model set the default number of hidden layers, i.e. 1 hidden layer with one 























                                                            
3 According to Heaton, J. (2017) There are many rule-of-thumb methods for determining an acceptable number of neurons to use in 
the hidden layers, such as: the number of hidden neurons should be between the size of the input layer and the size of the output layer, 
2/3 the size of the input layer plus the size of the output layer or less than twice the size of the input layer. 
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Figure 16: Neural network. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The independent variables are shown in the input layer (column of nodes from the left 
side). Their values are multiplied by the appropriate weights (which are shown in the plot 
next to the nodes) and sent to the next layer, the hidden layer (central column). The hidden 
layer, with one node, gets a bias value input to it (labelled as 1) for the neuron to represent 
any separating hyperplane. The same process is performed for the output layer (right 
column) which also has one node. For the detail of the weights between inputs, hidden 
layer and output, and the error of the model see Annex A.25. As previously seen for other 
models, the following image shows the confusion matrix with the train data set: 
 
Figure 17: Multilayer perceptron confusion matrix. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Surprisingly, the model does not predict fraudulent claims at all. These results mean that 
the model would be mistaken 25.1% of the predictions made. 
To finish this section, given the neural network fitted model and the 100-observation test 
data set in which to look for variables with which to predict, predictions are performed 




The model predicted 100 non-fraudulent claims and 0 fraudulent claims (threshold is set 
to 0.5), but the test data set contains 79 non-fraudulent claims and 21 fraudulent claims. 
Therefore, 21 claims are not considered fraudulent (and they are fraudulent) and the 
model correctly predicts 79% of the observations. Although the model seems to work, 
results are not promising since no fraudulent claims are detected. Model parameters 
should be adjusted, or a better selection of input variables should be performed, which 
means further preliminary analysis. After performing the selection of the model and the 
prediction with the multilayer perceptron model, the process will be repeated with a 
Support Vector Machine model. 
 
5.7. Support Vector Machine with R 
This algorithm can be considered an extension of the perceptron algorithm. The 
optimisation goal of the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is to establish a decision line 
that separates the classes by maximising the margin between this line and the sample 
points (or support vectors) close to this hyperplane. According to Kharel, S. (2020), 
perceptron detains after classifying data rightly while Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
detains after it finds the best plane. SVM procedure provides the maximal distance 
between data points of both classes, providing reinforcement and then classifying with 
more reliability future data points. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is desired to be used. Similarly seen in other 
algorithms, “svm” function of “e1071” package (Meyer, D. et al 2021) cannot handle 
characters or categorical inputs for the dependent variable. Hence, beforehand, this 
variable should be changed to 1 (fraudulent claim) and 0 (non-fraudulent claim). Finally, 
the most promising model found, after specifying several parameters of the model such 
as the linear Kernel function, obtains 479 support vectors (see Annex A.27) with the 
following confusion matrix with the train data set: 
 
Figure 18: SVM confusion matrix. 
 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The matrix shows that only 10 out of 226 claims would be considered non-fraudulent 
claims by the model although they actually are fraudulent claims. In addition, 7 out of 
674 claims would be considered as fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are 
not fraudulent claims. These results mean that the model would be mistaken 1.9% of the 
predictions made. 
 
To finish this section, given the SVM fitted model and the 100-observation test data set 
in which to look for variables with which to predict, predictions are desired to be 
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performed. However, as can be seen in Annex A.28), due to fact that the number of levels 
in the “auto_model” variable differs between the train and the test data sets (39 for the 
former and 36 for the latter), R indicates an error. Consequently, the SVM model is not 
comfortable making predictions with the test data set and the exercise must finish at this 
point. After trying the SVM model, the process will be repeated with a decision tree 
model. 
 
5.8. Decision trees with R 
The decision tree is a scheme of multiple branches nested in the form of a tree in such a 
way that following the branches of the tree a prediction is obtained. Decision tree 
algorithm drills down the data set by asking questions until the classification meets the 
properties required in the particular branch, showing robustness when dealing with 
outliers. 
 
The same data set previously analysed is desired to be used. Similarly seen in other 
algorithms, “tree” function of “tree” package (Ripley, B., 2019) not only is unable to 
handle characters but also the categorical factors cannot exceed 32 levels. Hence, 
beforehand, characters should be changed to categorical factors and “auto_model” and 
“incident_location” variables should be discarded. The summary of the decision tree 
model (see Annex A.29) shows the relevant variables utilised for dividing the data which 
minimises the deviance rate. The decision tree is shown below: 
 
Figure 19: Decision tree.
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
The tree show how it performs the classification depending on the variables (an 
observations) shown in the branches, to go all the way down to the leaf nodes consisting 
of the fraudulent claim response value of Y (fraudulent) or N (non-fraudulent). 
As previously seen for other models, the following image shows the confusion matrix 




Figure 20: Decision tree confusion matrix. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
The matrix shows that 48 out of 226 claims would be considered non-fraudulent claims 
by the model although they actually are fraudulent claims. In addition, 51 out of 674 
claims would be considered as fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are not 
fraudulent claims. These results mean that the model would be mistaken 11% of the 
predictions made. 
 
Given the Decision Tree fitted model and the 100-observation test data set in which to 
look for variables with which to predict, predictions are performed (see Annex A.30). 
The model predicted 76 non-fraudulent claims and 24 fraudulent claims, but the test data 
set contains 79 non-fraudulent claims and 21 fraudulent claims. Additionally, 6 claims 
are not considered fraudulent (and they are fraudulent) and 9 claims are considered 
fraudulent (but they are not fraudulent). Consequently, the model mistakes 15% of the 
predictions made with test data. This is actually a good result if the data adjustment and 




All models considered to be able to predict the non-/fraudulent claims were challenged in 
the previous section. The most relevant metrics4 considered for this binary classification 
problem are shown in the following table with the models that provided results: 
 










False negative rate 
(Training data set) 
False positive rate 
(Training data set) 
False negative rate 
(Test data set) 
False positive rate 
(Test data set) 





35 0.872 0.362 0.668 44/226 = 19% 35/674 = 5% 11/21 = 52% 9/79 = 11% 





35 0.871 0.375 0.686 22/226 = 10% 10/674 = 1% 10/21 = 48% 8/79 = 10% 
R Studio with 
GLM function 
Linear model - Logistic 
regression 
2 0.824 4.682 0.125 58/226 = 26% 64/674 = 9% 8/21 = 38% 7/79 = 9% 
R Studio with 
Neuralnet 
function 
Multilayer perceptron 33 0.500 0.564 0.000 226/226 = 100% 0/674 = 0% 21/21 = 100% 0/79 = 0% 
R Studio with 
SVM function 
Support Vector Machine 35 0.973 0.652 0.027 10/226 = 4% 7/674 = 1% Unable Unable 
R Studio with 
Tree function 
Decision Tree 33 0.856 3.799 0.109 48/226 = 21% 51/674 = 8% 6/21 = 29% 9/79 = 11% 
Source: own elaboration 
 
Metric values are filled with dark green colour (best outcome), medium green colour 
(second best outcome) and light green colour (third best outcome). As previously detailed, 
the metric definitions are the following: 
 
- Area Under the Curve (AUC): probability value that measures the ability to of the 
classifier to distinguish between fraudulent claims and non-fraudulent claims. 
- Logarithmic loss: value that indicates how close the predicted values generated by 
the model are to the actual target value, i.e. it evaluates the correctness of a classifier 
by penalising false classifications. 
- Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUCPR): performance metric that 
allows the visualisation of performance that represents a trade-off between the true 
positive rate and the positive predictive value. 
- Confusion matrix N (error): percentage of claims that would be considered non-
fraudulent claims by the model although they actually are fraudulent claims. 
- Confusion matrix Y (error): percentage of claims that would be considered as 
fraudulent claims by the model but in reality they are not fraudulent claims. 
- False positive rate is the proportion of all non-fraudulent claims observed that 
model informs that are modelled as fraudulent claims. 
- False negative rate is the proportion of all fraudulent claims observed that the 
model informs that are modelled as non-fraudulent claims. 
 
Two models are considered in the previous grid although they should not be. The 
multilayer perceptron model does predict no fraudulent claims at all. In addition, the 
logistic regression model only uses two categorical variables of the original data set after 
manually selecting the model with the lowest AIC metric and more coefficients 
statistically significant. Although the Support Vector Machines seems to be a model with 
                                                            
4 Several metrics and statistics are available in academia. The metrics mentioned in this thesis are not considered an exhaustive list 
of all the available metrics but just a subset of the most adequate ones for a binary classification problem. 
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good metrics, due to fact that the number of levels in the “auto_model” variable differs 
between the train and the test data sets, R Studio indicates an error and no predictions can 
be made with the test data set, being forced to modify or discard data once again to make 
it work. 
 
Assuming that all the above metrics are considered equally important, the below table 
represents points5 given to each model considering the outcome obtained: 
 
Figure 22: Result comparison table. 












R Studio with GLM function Linear model - Logistic regression 2 20 
R Studio with Neuralnet function Multilayer perceptron 33 21 
R Studio with SVM function Support Vector Machine 35 24 
R Studio with Tree function Decision Tree 33 22 
Source: own elaboration 
 
Following the colour convention of the table of Figure 21, Figure 22 shows that the GBM 
models automatically selected by the AutoML function obtained the highest points with 
the ranking performed. The H2O-Flow GBM model provided the highest AUCPR value 
and R-Studio GBM model obtained the lowest Logarithmic loss value. Additionally, the 
GBM models obtained with the AutoML function are not only the most comfortable 
models to apply with the raw data set utilised but also the models with the best metrics as 
seen in Figure 21. AutoML function identifies variable structure automatically, with no 
data feature manipulation, and has no need to discard observations with data content not 
fully complete or unspecified content, such as “?” symbol. The analysis performed with 
different ML approaches reflects the convenience, the flexibility and the accuracy of the 
H2O AutoML function over other approaches.  
                                                            
5 Given the 6 final models, 6 points are given to the best metric and 1 point is given to the worst metric, considering the better the 




According to Swiss Re Institute (2020), ML offers potential value to insurers and data 
scientist trying to leverage big data to better make predictions and obtain conclusions 
from data. Business leaders are also realising that the evolution of their organisation 
cannot be further understood through consultation but with hidden patterns and anomalies 
buried in data, improving human being capabilities. The advantage of ML is that several 
models can be used to predict results, but the real trick is to ensure that data scientists and 
actuaries apply the correct algorithms, consider the most appropriate data (correct and 
well-structured) and use the models that offer the best performance. So, models can 
continuously be trained to learn from results by learning from data. Automating this 
modelling process, training, testing and validating models allows users to generate 
accurate predictions to drive business evolution. Moreover, data can nowadays be stored 
in an efficient and cost-effective way, both locally and in the cloud, considering network 
reliability and speed discard any limitation related to handling large amounts of data. 
 
The topic of this master thesis was decided to be on AutoML capabilities because it may 
help to drive the insurance sector and academics of the insurance environment towards 
the comfort zone on this matter. The rule of thumb may indicate that the more complex 
the data utilised, the more complex the algorithm should be, but there are so many models 
to try with their particular parameterisation and no much time to try them all6. This paper 
presents the current situation of the ML in the insurance sector, the capabilities of the ML 
to meet the needs of the insurance sector to evolve and also shows how a practical case is 
easy to be applied to demonstrate and justify that AutoML obtains good results with little 
effort in a binary classification practical case, especially with intuitive and easy-to-use 
web interfaces such as H2O Flow. Users could leverage H2O to select the most promising 
algorithms by just taking a look at the data and apply the ensemble techniques 
automatically. Consequently, the user can spend time up front in the process analysing 
the problem. In addition, H2O AutoML models can be taken as good-performer 
prototypes to be manually enhanced later on amending their parameterisation if desired. 
 
The practical case of this thesis demonstrates that users of ML do not need Big Data to 
use ML techniques but, it is true that with Big Data the precision of ML algorithms can 
be improved. Given the promising results by automatically selecting the GBM model for 
the binary classification problem, multi-class classification and regression process may 
be the next challenge to test AutoML’s capabilities. Particularities of this practical case 
indicate that AutoML may mean finding the best model in the least amount of time and 
effort, but it cannot be forgotten that the best algorithm will perform badly with a wrong 
dataset. In addition, issues faced during the implementation of the practical case are: 
impossibility to install H2O requirements in Python, impossibility to connect to H2O’s 
server from Macintosh operating systems, impossibility to converge a perceptron model 
and additional data manipulation and model setting when not using AutoML function.
                                                            
6 It is acknowledged that several type of models with different parameterisation may be tested for the purpose considered in this thesis. 
Nevertheless, limitation on time and number of pages to detail this practical case are considered a constraint to obtain further 
conclusions. Therefore, an additional practical case may continue the comparison initiate with this paper. 
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8. Annex A - Images and Outputs 
Annex A.1. Type of  Machine Learning algorithms. 
 
Figure 23: Type of  ML algorithms. 
 










































































Annex A.2. H2O Flow interface 
 
Figure 24: H2O Flow interface. 
 
Source: H2O (2019) Scalable AutoML in H2O 
 
Annex A.3. Description of variables 
 
Figure 25: Description of variables. 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
months_as_customer months as policyholder 
Age policyholder’s years of age 
policy_number policy number 
policy_bind_date date when the insurance policy coverage is in place 
policy_state state of the United States of America where the insurance policy was signed 
policy_csl combined single limit of the insurance policy 
policy_deductable deductible amount of the insurance policy 
policy_annual_premium annual insurance premium in dollars 
umbrella_limit umbrella insurance policy 
insured_zip zip code where the policyholder lives 
insured_sex insured’s sex 
insured_education_level level of education of the insured 
insured_occupation occupation of the insured 
insured_hobbies hobbies of the insured 
insured_relationship family situation of the insured 
capital-gains policyholder’s capital gains over the last year 
capital-loss policyholder’s capital loss over the last year 
incident_date incident date 
incident_type incident type description 
collision_type collision type description 
incident_severity incident severity description 
authorities_contacted authorities contacted at the time of the incident 
incident_state state where the incident occurred 
incident_city city where the incident occurred 
incident_location address where the incident occurred 
incident_hour_of_the_day hour of the day when the incident occurred with 24-hour clock 
number_of_vehicles_involved number of vehicles involved in the incident 
property_damage yes-no indicator of property damage 
bodily_injuries number of bodily injuries 
witnesses number of witnesses of the incident 
police_report_available yes-no indicator of police report 
total_claim_amount total claim amount in dollars 
injury_claim claim amount related to bodily injuries 
property_claim claim amount related to property 
vehicle_claim claim amount related to vehicle damages 
auto_make vehicle make 
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auto_model vehicle model 
auto_year year of vehicle registration 
fraud_reported Y-N indicator of fraudulent claim reported 
Source: own elaboration from Sharma, R. (2019) 
 
Annex A.4. Data structure 
 
Figure 26: Data structure. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.5. Data summary 
 
Figure 27: Data summary. 
 








Annex A.6. Descriptive statistics for numeric variables 
 
Figure 28: Descriptive statistics for numeric variables. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.7. Injury claim variable histogram 
 
Figure 29: Injury claim variable histogram. 
 







Annex A.8. Property claim variable histogram 
 
Figure 30: Property claim variable histogram. 
 




















Annex A.9. Vehicle claim variable histogram 
 
Figure 31: Vehicle claim variable histogram. 
 


















Annex A.10. Descriptive analysis segmenting by Y-N fraud reported variable 
 
Figure 32: Descriptive analysis segmenting by Y-N fraud reported variable. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.11. Connection to H2O Cluster 
 
Figure 33: Connection to H2O Cluster. 
 








Annex A.12. H2O data frame description 
 
Figure 34: H2O data frame description. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.13. Metalearner and base model importance 
 
Figure 35: Metalearner and base model importance. 
 

















Annex A.14. 10-model AutoML Metalearner 
 
Figure 36: 10-model AutoML Metalearner. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.15. Variable importance of top model 
 
Figure 37: Variable importance of top model. 
 









Annex A.16. Top model parameters 
 
Figure 38: Top model parameters. 
 
 








Annex A.17. Predictions with the GBM fitted model 
 
Figure 39: Predictions with the GBM fitted model. 
 
        













Annex A.18. Importing data to H2O Flow 
 
Figure 40: Importing data to H2O Flow. 
 
Source: own elaboration with H2O Flow 
 
Annex A.19. Variables detected with H2O Flow 
 
Figure 41: Variables detected with H2O Flow. 
 











Annex A.20. AutoML function setting with H2O Flow 
 
Figure 42: AutoML function setting with H2O Flow. 
 
Source: own elaboration with H2O Flow 
 
Annex A.21. Explanatory variables deselection with H2O Flow 
 
Figure 43: Explanatory variables deselection with H2O Flow. 
 












Annex A.22. Confusion matrix with H2O Flow with training dataset 
 
Figure 44: Confusion matrix with H2O Flow with training dataset. 
 
Source: own elaboration with H2O Flow 
 
Annex A.23. GLM summary output 
 
Figure 45: GLM summary output. 
 










Annex A.24. Predictions of GLM fitted model and model accuracy 
 
Figure 46: Predictions of GLM fitted model and model accuracy. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.25. Error and weights of the multilayer perceptron 
 
Figure 47: Error and weights of the multilayer perceptron. 
 






Annex A.26. Predictions of Multilayer perceptron with test data set 
 
Figure 48: Predictions of Multilayer perceptron with test data set. 
                               









Annex A.27. Support Vector Machine model result 
 




Source: own elaboration with R 
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Annex A.28. Test data set issue with SVM model 
 
Figure 50: Test data set issue with SVM model. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.29. Decision tree summary 
 
Figure 51: Decision tree summary. 
 
Source: own elaboration with R 
 
Annex A.30. Predictions of Decision Tree with test data set 
 
Figure 52: Predictions of Decision Tree with test data set. 
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#Umbrella insurance policy error 
data<-rawdata 
data$umbrella_limit[data$umbrella_limit == "-1000000"] <- 0 
 
#Data description 
numeric_cols <- unlist(lapply(data, is.numeric)) 
describe(data[numeric_cols]) 
 






#descriptive analysis segmenting by the categorical variable fraud reported 
describeBy(data[numeric_cols], group=data$fraud_reported) 
 
boxplot(split(data$total_claim_amount,data$fraud_reported),main="Total claim amount 
by non-/fraudulent claims") 
 
#Analysis between categorical variables 
ggplot(data = data)+geom_bar(aes(x=fraud_reported, fill=incident_type))+ggtitle(label 
= "non-/fraudulent claims per incident type")+theme_bw() 
ggplot(data = data)+geom_bar(aes(x=fraud_reported, 
fill=authorities_contacted))+ggtitle(label = "non-/fraudulent claims if authorities 
contacted")+theme_bw() 
ggplot(data = data)+geom_bar(aes(x=fraud_reported, 
fill=incident_severity))+ggtitle(label = "non-/fraudulent per incident severity 
type")+theme_bw() 
 
###############################AutoML with H2O 
 
#initiate the H2O cluster 
localH2O = h2o.init() 
 







#Umbrella insurance policy error 





#Train and Test datasets 
h2otrain <- h2odata[1:900,]  
h2otest <- h2odata[901:1000,] 
 
#Identifying the response column 
y<-"fraud_reported" 
 




aml10mod<-h2o.automl(y=y, x=x, training_frame = h2otrain, max_models = 10) 









#Analyse "All models" stacked ensemble model 
model_ids_10mod<-as.data.frame(aml10mod@leaderboard$model_id)[,1] #Model ids 
for all models in the AutoML leaderboard 
se_10mod<-h2o.getModel(grep("StackedEnsemble_AllModels",model_ids_10mod, 
value = TRUE)[1]) #get the "All models" stacked ensemble model 
metalearner_10mod<-h2o.getModel(se_10mod@model$metalearner$name) #get the 
stacked ensemble metalearner model. 
print(metalearner_10mod) 
 




#Analysis and plot of the regular variable importance of the top model on the original 
training data set 






#Parameters of the top model 
gbm@parameters 
 
#Confusion matrix of the top model 
h2o.confusionMatrix(gbm) 
 
#prediction with test data 













#Adapting output values to avoid perceptron programming issues 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "Y"] <- 1 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "N"] <- 0 
data1$fraud_reported <- as.integer(data1$fraud_reported) 
 
data1$insured_sex[data1$insured_sex == "MALE"] <- 1 
data1$insured_sex[data1$insured_sex == "FEMALE"] <- 2 
data1$insured_sex <- as.integer(data1$insured_sex) 
 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "IN"] <- 1 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "OH"] <- 2 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "IL"] <- 3 
data1$policy_state <- as.integer(data1$policy_state) 
 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "100/300"] <- 1 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "250/500"] <- 2 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "500/1000"] <- 3 
data1$policy_csl <- as.integer(data1$policy_csl) 
 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Single Vehicle Collision"] <- 1 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Vehicle Theft"] <- 2 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Multi-vehicle Collision"] <- 3 
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data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Parked Car"] <- 4 
data1$incident_type <- as.integer(data1$incident_type) 
 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "?"] <- 1 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Side Collision"] <- 2 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Rear Collision"] <- 3 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Front Collision"] <- 4 
data1$collision_type <- as.integer(data1$collision_type) 
 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Major Damage"] <- 1 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Minor Damage"] <- 2 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Total Loss"] <- 3 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Trivial Damage"] <- 4 
data1$incident_severity <- as.integer(data1$incident_severity) 
 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Police"] <- 1 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "None"] <- 2 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Fire"] <- 3 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Other"] <- 4 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Ambulance"] <- 5 
data1$authorities_contacted <- as.integer(data1$authorities_contacted) 
 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "YES"] <- 1 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "NO"] <- 2 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "?"] <- 3 
data1$property_damage <- as.integer(data1$property_damage) 
 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "YES"] <- 1 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "NO"] <- 2 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "?"] <- 3 
data1$police_report_available <- as.integer(data1$police_report_available) 
 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "Associate"] <- 1 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "College"] <- 2 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "High School"] <- 3 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "JD"] <- 4 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "Masters"] <- 5 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "MD"] <- 6 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "PhD"] <- 7 
data1$insured_education_level <- as.integer(data1$insured_education_level) 
 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "adm-clerical"] <- 1 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "armed-forces"] <- 2 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "craft-repair"] <- 3 
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data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "exec-managerial"] <- 4 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "farming-fishing"] <- 5 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "handlers-cleaners"] <- 6 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "machine-op-inspct"] <- 7 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "other-service"] <- 8 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "priv-house-serv"] <- 9 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "prof-specialty"] <- 10 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "protective-serv"] <- 11 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "sales"] <- 12 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "tech-support"] <- 13 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "transport-moving"] <- 14 
data1$insured_occupation <- as.integer(data1$insured_occupation) 
 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "base-jumping"] <- 1 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "basketball"] <- 2 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "board-games"] <- 3 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "bungie-jumping"] <- 4 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "camping"] <- 5 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "chess"] <- 6 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "cross-fit"] <- 7 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "dancing"] <- 8 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "exercise"] <- 9 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "golf"] <- 10 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "hiking"] <- 11 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "kayaking"] <- 12 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "movies"] <- 13 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "paintball"] <- 14 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "polo"] <- 15 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "reading"] <- 16 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "skydiving"] <- 17 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "sleeping"] <- 18 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "video-games"] <- 19 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "yachting"] <- 20 
data1$insured_hobbies <- as.integer(data1$insured_hobbies) 
 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "husband"] <- 1 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "not-in-family"] <- 2 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "other-relative"] <- 3 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "own-child"] <- 4 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "unmarried"] <- 5 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "wife"] <- 6 
data1$insured_relationship <- as.integer(data1$insured_relationship) 
 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "NC"] <- 1 
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data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "NY"] <- 2 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "OH"] <- 3 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "PA"] <- 4 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "SC"] <- 5 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "VA"] <- 6 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "WV"] <- 7 
data1$incident_state <- as.integer(data1$incident_state) 
 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Arlington"] <- 1 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Columbus"] <- 2 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Hillsdale"] <- 3 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Northbend"] <- 4 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Northbrook"] <- 5 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Riverwood"] <- 6 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Springfield"] <- 7 
data1$incident_city <- as.integer(data1$incident_city) 
 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Accura"] <- 1 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Audi"] <- 2 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "BMW"] <- 3 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Chevrolet"] <- 4 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Dodge"] <- 5 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Ford"] <- 6 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Honda"] <- 7 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Jeep"] <- 8 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Mercedes"] <- 9 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Nissan"] <- 10 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Saab"] <- 11 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Suburu"] <- 12 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Toyota"] <- 13 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Volkswagen"] <- 14 
data1$auto_make <- as.integer(data1$auto_make) 
 



























#Adapting independent variable to make GLM function to work 
data1$fraud_reported <- as.factor(data1$fraud_reported) 
 





glm <- glm( fraud_reported ~., data = glmtrain, family = binomial, maxit = 100) 
summary(glm) 
 
glm1 <- glm(fraud_reported ~ insured_hobbies+incident_severity, data = glmtrain, 
family = binomial) 
summary(glm1) 
 
# Predictions and confusion matrix with train data set 
probtrain <- glm1 %>% predict(glmtrain, type = "response") 











predict.train[predict.train == "1"] <- 0 




glmtrain$fraud_reported[glmtrain$fraud_reported == "1"] <- 0 







#prediction with test data and model accuracy 
probtest <- glm1 %>% predict(glmtest, type = "response") 
predict.test <- ifelse(probtest > 0.5, "Y", "N") 
predict.test<-as.factor(predict.test) 
summary(predict.test) 








#Adapting output values to avoid perceptron programming issues 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "Y"] <- 1 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "N"] <- 0 
data1$fraud_reported <- as.integer(data1$fraud_reported) 
 
data1$insured_sex[data1$insured_sex == "MALE"] <- 1 
data1$insured_sex[data1$insured_sex == "FEMALE"] <- 2 
data1$insured_sex <- as.integer(data1$insured_sex) 
 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "IN"] <- 1 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "OH"] <- 2 
data1$policy_state[data1$policy_state == "IL"] <- 3 
data1$policy_state <- as.integer(data1$policy_state) 
 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "100/300"] <- 1 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "250/500"] <- 2 
data1$policy_csl[data1$policy_csl == "500/1000"] <- 3 
data1$policy_csl <- as.integer(data1$policy_csl) 
 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Single Vehicle Collision"] <- 1 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Vehicle Theft"] <- 2 
data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Multi-vehicle Collision"] <- 3 
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data1$incident_type[data1$incident_type == "Parked Car"] <- 4 
data1$incident_type <- as.integer(data1$incident_type) 
 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "?"] <- 1 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Side Collision"] <- 2 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Rear Collision"] <- 3 
data1$collision_type[data1$collision_type == "Front Collision"] <- 4 
data1$collision_type <- as.integer(data1$collision_type) 
 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Major Damage"] <- 1 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Minor Damage"] <- 2 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Total Loss"] <- 3 
data1$incident_severity[data1$incident_severity == "Trivial Damage"] <- 4 
data1$incident_severity <- as.integer(data1$incident_severity) 
 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Police"] <- 1 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "None"] <- 2 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Fire"] <- 3 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Other"] <- 4 
data1$authorities_contacted[data1$authorities_contacted == "Ambulance"] <- 5 
data1$authorities_contacted <- as.integer(data1$authorities_contacted) 
 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "YES"] <- 1 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "NO"] <- 2 
data1$property_damage[data1$property_damage == "?"] <- 3 
data1$property_damage <- as.integer(data1$property_damage) 
 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "YES"] <- 1 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "NO"] <- 2 
data1$police_report_available[data1$police_report_available == "?"] <- 3 
data1$police_report_available <- as.integer(data1$police_report_available) 
 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "Associate"] <- 1 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "College"] <- 2 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "High School"] <- 3 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "JD"] <- 4 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "Masters"] <- 5 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "MD"] <- 6 
data1$insured_education_level[data1$insured_education_level == "PhD"] <- 7 
data1$insured_education_level <- as.integer(data1$insured_education_level) 
 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "adm-clerical"] <- 1 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "armed-forces"] <- 2 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "craft-repair"] <- 3 
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data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "exec-managerial"] <- 4 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "farming-fishing"] <- 5 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "handlers-cleaners"] <- 6 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "machine-op-inspct"] <- 7 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "other-service"] <- 8 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "priv-house-serv"] <- 9 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "prof-specialty"] <- 10 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "protective-serv"] <- 11 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "sales"] <- 12 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "tech-support"] <- 13 
data1$insured_occupation[data1$insured_occupation == "transport-moving"] <- 14 
data1$insured_occupation <- as.integer(data1$insured_occupation) 
 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "base-jumping"] <- 1 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "basketball"] <- 2 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "board-games"] <- 3 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "bungie-jumping"] <- 4 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "camping"] <- 5 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "chess"] <- 6 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "cross-fit"] <- 7 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "dancing"] <- 8 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "exercise"] <- 9 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "golf"] <- 10 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "hiking"] <- 11 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "kayaking"] <- 12 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "movies"] <- 13 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "paintball"] <- 14 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "polo"] <- 15 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "reading"] <- 16 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "skydiving"] <- 17 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "sleeping"] <- 18 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "video-games"] <- 19 
data1$insured_hobbies[data1$insured_hobbies == "yachting"] <- 20 
data1$insured_hobbies <- as.integer(data1$insured_hobbies) 
 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "husband"] <- 1 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "not-in-family"] <- 2 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "other-relative"] <- 3 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "own-child"] <- 4 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "unmarried"] <- 5 
data1$insured_relationship[data1$insured_relationship == "wife"] <- 6 
data1$insured_relationship <- as.integer(data1$insured_relationship) 
 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "NC"] <- 1 
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data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "NY"] <- 2 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "OH"] <- 3 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "PA"] <- 4 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "SC"] <- 5 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "VA"] <- 6 
data1$incident_state[data1$incident_state == "WV"] <- 7 
data1$incident_state <- as.integer(data1$incident_state) 
 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Arlington"] <- 1 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Columbus"] <- 2 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Hillsdale"] <- 3 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Northbend"] <- 4 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Northbrook"] <- 5 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Riverwood"] <- 6 
data1$incident_city[data1$incident_city == "Springfield"] <- 7 
data1$incident_city <- as.integer(data1$incident_city) 
 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Accura"] <- 1 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Audi"] <- 2 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "BMW"] <- 3 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Chevrolet"] <- 4 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Dodge"] <- 5 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Ford"] <- 6 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Honda"] <- 7 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Jeep"] <- 8 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Mercedes"] <- 9 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Nissan"] <- 10 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Saab"] <- 11 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Suburu"] <- 12 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Toyota"] <- 13 
data1$auto_make[data1$auto_make == "Volkswagen"] <- 14 
data1$auto_make <- as.integer(data1$auto_make) 
 























#confusion matrix with train data 









mperceptrontrain.result <- compute(mperceptron, mpertrain1) 


















#Prediction with test data 











mperceptrontest.result <- compute(mperceptron, mpertest1) 




###############################Support Vector Machine 
 




#Adapting output values to avoid SVM programming issues 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "Y"] <- 1 
data1$fraud_reported[data1$fraud_reported == "N"] <- 0 
data1$fraud_reported <- as.integer(data1$fraud_reported) 
 





svm <- svm(fraud_reported ~ ., data=svmtrain,type='C-classification') 
svmlin <- svm(fraud_reported ~ ., data=svmtrain,type='C-classification', 
kernel="linear") 
svmpol <- svm(fraud_reported ~ ., data=svmtrain,type='C-classification', 
kernel="polynomial") 







#confusion matrix with train data (default radial kernel) 
pred<-predict(svm,svmtrain) 
confmatrix = table(Predicted=pred, Actual = svmtrain$fraud_reported) 
print(confmatrix) 
 




confmatrixlin = table(Predicted=predlin, Actual = svmtrain$fraud_reported) 
print(confmatrixlin) 
 
#confusion matrix with train data (polynomial kernel) 
predpol<-predict(svmpol,svmtrain) 
confmatrixpol = table(Predicted=predpol, Actual = svmtrain$fraud_reported) 
print(confmatrixpol) 
 
#confusion matrix with train data (sigmoid kernel) 
predsig<-predict(svmsig,svmtrain) 










predlin[predlin == "1"] <- 0 







#Prediction with test data not possible due to difference levels in auto model variable 
predlintest<-predict(svmlin,newdata=svmtest) 
svmtrain$auto_model <- as.factor(svmtrain$auto_model) 















data1$policy_state <- as.factor(data1$policy_state) 
data1$policy_csl <- as.factor(data1$policy_csl) 
data1$insured_sex <- as.factor(data1$insured_sex) 
data1$insured_education_level <- as.factor(data1$insured_education_level) 
data1$insured_occupation <- as.factor(data1$insured_occupation) 
data1$insured_hobbies <- as.factor(data1$insured_hobbies) 
data1$insured_relationship <- as.factor(data1$insured_relationship) 
data1$incident_type <- as.factor(data1$incident_type) 
data1$incident_severity <- as.factor(data1$incident_severity) 
data1$authorities_contacted <- as.factor(data1$authorities_contacted) 
data1$incident_state <- as.factor(data1$incident_state) 
data1$incident_city <- as.factor(data1$incident_city) 
data1$incident_location <- as.factor(data1$incident_location) 
data1$property_damage <- as.factor(data1$property_damage) 
data1$police_report_available <- as.factor(data1$police_report_available) 
data1$auto_make <- as.factor(data1$auto_make) 
data1$auto_model <- as.factor(data1$auto_model) 
data1$collision_type <- as.factor(data1$collision_type) 
 




#Decision Tree model 
dtree<-tree(fraud_reported ~ ., data = dttrain) 
summary(dtree) 
plot(dtree) 
text(dtree ,pretty = 1) 
 
#confusion matrix with train data 









dtreepred[dtreepred == "1"] <- 0 





dttrain$fraud_reported[dttrain$fraud_reported == "1"] <- 0 







#Prediction with test data set 
dtreepredtest<-predict(dtree, newdata = dttest,type = "class") 
with(dttest,table(dtreepredtest,fraud_reported)) 
